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Introduction 

Oracle Agile Product Lifecycle Management has traditionally been deployed in 

a multi-tiered architecture, but IT managers are increasingly looking to 

consolidate for reduced cost and complexity. This paper describes how the 

Oracle Optimized Solution for Agile Product Lifecycle Management achieves 

these goals with a pretested environment that consolidates multiple tiers onto a 

single Sun Fire X4800 M2 server from Oracle using Oracle Solaris Containers 

as the virtualization technology. 

The solution was tested to validate the performance of the consolidated 

architecture and to verify the virtualized environment and its configurations. 

This paper includes sizing guidelines with recommended configurations for 

small, medium, and large installations along with test results and best practices 

for configuring the environment to optimize performance and reliability on Sun 

x86 servers from Oracle. 
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Architecture Overview 

Built upon an N-tier J2EE architecture, Oracle Agile Product Lifecycle Management is well suited to 

deployment as a high-performance, consolidated solution optimized for favorable acquisition and 

operational costs. The multiple tiers of the Oracle Agile Product Lifecycle Management architecture are 

usually deployed across several physical servers in a production environment. As shown in Figure 1, the 

Oracle Optimized Solution for Agile Product Lifecycle Management consolidates the Web or HTTP 

server, application server, LDAP server, file manager, and database server onto the Sun Fire X4800 M2 

server using Oracle Solaris Containers.  

 

Figure 1. The Oracle Optimized Solution for Agile Product Lifecycle Management consolidates all of the primary components of the software 

environment onto a single hardware platform. 

In addition to the Sun Fire X4800 server, the Oracle Optimized Solution for Agile Product Lifecycle 

Management includes a hardware load balancer and a Sun ZFS Storage appliance from Oracle. The 

hardware load balancer brokers client communications without compromising the security of the 

internal network. Clients communicate through the load balancer with the application server.  

The Sun ZFS Storage appliance provides high performance storage for Oracle Agile Product Lifecycle 

Management data files, which tend to be large files. The network-attached appliance enables Oracle 

Agile Product Lifecycle Management data to be easily available for any authorized Oracle Agile Product 

Lifecycle Management client throughout the enterprise. 

Figure 2 provides a more detailed view of the architecture showing the recommended demilitarized 

zone with security isolation for the load balancer and the high-level data flow between the primary 

components of the architecture.  
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Figure 2. The architecture employs a demilitarized zone and a load balancer for security isolation and optimal flow of Web-based client traffic. 

There are no Oracle Agile Product Lifecycle Management software components running on the 

hardware load balancer, which is deployed in the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) where it proxies requests 

from outside the corporate firewall to the application server in the Safe Zone. 

Storage of the actual test Oracle Database containing sample data is made possible by a single Sun ZFS 

Storage 7420 appliance populated to a 15 TB capacity.  However, only about 100 GB of total capacity 

was actually used. Four flash-enabled read devices were used for the purpose of caching acceleration 

while four additional flash-enabled write devices were used in order to accelerate logging operations.  

For readers who want to understand more about the Oracle Agile Product Lifecycle Management 

software architecture, Appendix A provides an overview of the primary components of the Oracle 

Agile Product Lifecycle Management application and how they work together. 

Performance Tests 

Scalability testing included various configurations to represent small, medium and large workloads. In 

each case, all tiers of the Oracle Agile Product Lifecycle Management application were consolidated 

onto a single Sun x86 server. The test workload was created with the intent of generating realistic real-

world burdens and simulating typical computing environments. Oracle engineers looked at system 

resource utilization, response time, and throughput metrics as they scaled the number of users under 

typical application workloads. This section shows the test results and is followed by sizing guidelines 

and best practices.  
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Test Environment 

The test environment was a proof-of-concept configuration that represents a typical Oracle Agile 

Product Lifecycle Management environment. The workload was scaled to simulate 240, 400, and 800 

users for three difference test configurations. Details about the test workload are included in Appendix 

B. The tests were used to define configuration and sizing guidelines, which are provided in the section 

labeled “Sizing Guidelines.” 

The test environment consisted of the following hardware and software components, as shown in 

Figure 3. 

Hardware 

 One Sun Fire X4800 M2 server 

 One Sun ZFS Storage 7420 appliance (with SAS drives)  

 One Sun Fire X4600 server running HP LoadRunner for test load generation  

Software 

 Oracle Solaris 10 9/10 (x86) 

 Oracle Database 11g Release 2 (11.2.0.2) for the database server 

 Oracle Agile Product Lifecycle Management 9.3.1.1 

 

Figure 3. The test environment deployed a load generator to simulate client requests. 

Testing Description 

To determine the application server capacity, the average number of transactions the server can 

support for a given Oracle Agile Product Lifecycle Management solution must be determined. For each 

solution, business scenarios were identified that involved users with different roles performing typical 

daily tasks. These scenarios were derived from real-world use cases and user distributions. 

During the testing, engineers executed three test scenarios, once each with 240, 400 and 800 active 

users on the Sun Fire X4800 M2 server. The “Sizing Guidelines” section shows the recommended 

configurations for optimizing cost and performance for the three user population scenarios. 
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In each round of testing, data was also collected from UNIX system performance tools, LoadRunner 

(the workload generator software), and Oracle Automatic Workload Repository (AWR). The following 

pages contain metrics for the tested configuration, including: 

 CPU utilization (as a percentage) 

 Memory utilization (in GB) 

 Average key transaction response time (in seconds) 

 Transactions per hour 

Test Results 

Performance and scalability are inextricably linked. For this reason it is important to examine 

throughput and response time metrics together when analyzing application performance and 

configuration scalability. As application load increases, response time must remain within acceptable 

bounds. As a rule of thumb, as the number of concurrent users increases, if there is a linear increase in 

throughput, then the increase in response times should also be within an acceptable limit. 

The test results demonstrate the practicality of using a Sun Fire X4800 M2 server as the primary 

computing platform for the Oracle Agile Product Lifecycle Management application. While many 

aspects of the solution were evaluated, results in this section are greatly simplified in order to 

demonstrate the general suitability of the solution for the workloads. 

CPU Utilization 

The combined CPU utilization for the application and database tiers is shown in Table 1. As shown, 

CPU utilization scales as the number of users increases. There is additional compute capacity available 

to handle peaks in utilization, especially in the small and medium configurations. 

TABLE 1. CPU UTILIZATION (%) 

CONFIGURATION 240 USERS 400 USERS 800 USERS 

Oracle Agile Product Lifecycle 

Management application server 
43% 42% 45% 

Oracle Database 11g Release 2 24% 19% 20% 
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Memory Utilization 

Table 2 shows memory allocation requirements for the software components (in gigabytes). In all three 
configurations, a sufficient amount of memory was dedicated to the Java heap to enable efficient Java 
execution without excessive garbage collection. Sufficient memory was allocated to the Oracle System 
Global Area (SGA) to enable near optimal SQL execution. The SGA sizing was based on feedback 
from Oracle Enterprise Manager and AWR reports. 

TABLE 2. MEMORY UTILIZATION (DEDICATED GB) 

TIER 240 USERS 400 USERS 800 USERS 

Application Server 

(Oracle WebLogic 

Server)  

1 Oracle Solaris Container 

1 Java Virtual Machine (JVM) 

4 GB 

1 Oracle Solaris Container  

2 JVMs 

8 GB 

2 Oracle Solaris Containers 

4 JVMs 

16 GB 

Oracle Database 

11g Release 2 

1 Oracle Solaris Container 

1.6 GB 

1 Oracle Solaris Container 

3.2 GB 

1 Oracle Solaris Container 

6.3 GB 

 

Transaction Response 

Table 3 shows the total volume of key and common user transactions that are supported for each user 

population. Response is measured in per second (average). Part-ViewBOMTab represents a retrieval 

transaction for viewing a fairly complex Bill of Materials document while ChangeStatusToReleased 

represents a commit transaction a user might conduct if changing a product status. 

TABLE 3. TRANSACTION RESPONSE (AVERAGE SECONDS TO SUCCESSFUL TRANSACTION) 

BUSINESS TRANSACTION TYPE 240 USERS 400 USERS 800 USERS 

Part-ViewBOMTab .15 seconds .15 seconds .23 seconds 

ChangeStatusToReleased .18 seconds .13 seconds .88 seconds 

 

Total Transaction Capacity 

Table 4 shows the total volume of transaction capability of the Oracle Optimized Solution for Agile 

Product Lifecycle Management under the load of a full compound load test designed to simulate 

human users. This metric is key for determining the proper sizing and to establish service expectations. 

 

TABLE 4. TOTAL TRANSACTION CAPACITY (TRANSACTIONS PER HOUR) 

TRANSACTION TYPE 240 USERS 400 USERS 800 USERS 

Full Simulated User Load Test  129,488 220,800 430,476 
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Sizing Guidelines 

Based on the testing described above, this section outlines recommended hardware configurations as a 

starting point for small, medium and large deployments. These are baseline configurations that are not 

configured for high availability. For optimal sizing information, contact a local Oracle representative1.  

Small Configuration—Up to 240 Users  

For a configuration supporting up to 240 concurrent users, the following hardware components should 

be considered: 

 Storage—A Sun ZFS Storage 7420 appliance configured to achieve a capacity of at least 128 TB. 

Additional expansion trays can be added to support further capacity requirements. 

 Servers—Sun Fire X4800 M2 server, 1 CPU, 2 Oracle Solaris Containers, 4 cores dedicated to the 

application server (Oracle WebLogic Server) and 4 cores dedicated to Oracle Database, 8 GB RAM. 

Medium Configuration—Up to 400 Users 

For a medium-sized configuration supporting up to 400 users, the following hardware components are 

recommended for deployment:   

 Storage—A Sun ZFS Storage 7420 appliance configured to achieve a capacity of at least 128 TB. 

Expansion trays can be added to support additional capacity. 

 Servers—Sun Fire X4800 M2 server, 2 CPUs, 2 Oracle Solaris Containers, 8 cores dedicated to the 

application server (Oracle WebLogic Server) and 4 cores dedicated to Oracle Database, 16 GB RAM. 

Large Configuration—Up to 800 Users 

For a highly available configuration supporting up to 800 concurrent users, the following hardware 

components are recommended: 

 Storage—A Sun ZFS Storage 7420 appliance configured to achieve a capacity of at least 128 TB. 

Expansion trays can be added to support additional capacity. 

 Servers—Sun Fire X4800 M2 server, 3 CPUs, 3 Containers, 20 cores (10 each) dedicated to two 

application servers (Oracle WebLogic Server cluster) and 10 cores dedicated to Oracle Database, 28 

GB RAM. 

 

 

 
1 Expected performance characteristics are based on proof-of-concept test implementations and are 
provided as is without warranty of any kind. The entire risk of using information provided herein remains 
with the reader and in no event shall Oracle be liable for any direct, consequential, incidental, special, 
punitive or other damages including without limitation, damages for loss of business profits, business 
interruption or loss of business information. 
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Best Practice Recommendations 

The following best practices should be employed to optimize the performance and reliability of the 

Oracle Agile Product Lifecycle Management software environment. 

Oracle engineers place a great deal of emphasis developing the ideal configurations and optimizations. 

The main focus is to achieve great performance, but ease of management for the configuration is also 

important. To create an exotic configuration that can achieve an additional 1% percent improvement is 

generally not considered cost-effective and not consistent with the goals of an Oracle Optimized 

Solution. 

Tuning Memory for Java Applets 

The Agile Web Client uses Java applets for advanced functionality. Examples include the Gantt chart 

and the AutoVue for Agile viewer. These applets use the Java plug-in to run inside a Web browser. 

The amount of memory an applet requires depends on the content it attempts to load. If memory 

problems are experienced while running a Gantt chart, AutoVue for Agile viewer, or other Java applets, 

it is necessary to increase the amount of memory available to Java applets. For information on 

configuring Java applet runtime parameters using the Java Control Panel, see Installing Agile Product 

Lifecycle Management with Oracle WebLogic. 

Running PPM Gantt Charts 

When using the PPM Gantt chart on a project containing over 100 lines, make sure the Java heap size 

is 256 MB. 

Optimum JVM Parameters on Oracle Solaris 

After running several tests on Oracle Solaris machines with various amounts of user distribution loads 

for the components, the following parameters have been identified to improve the out-of-the-box 

system performance: 

-server -Xms3g -Xmx3g -XX:NewSize=1300m -XXMaxNewSize=1300m -XX:SurvivorRatio=3 - 

XX:TargetSurvivorRatio=90 -XX:MaxPermSize=256m -XX:PermSize=256m -

XX:+DisableExplicitGC - XX:+UseMPSS 

Conclusion 

Virtualization allows the Oracle Agile Product Lifecycle Management application to be consolidated 

effectively on a single server, offering many benefits over the use of multiple physical machines. 

Benefits can include: 

 Better resource utilization 

 Centralized and simpler administration 

 Lower power consumption  
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Oracle engineers set out to examine the impact of combining Web, application, and database tiers for 

Oracle Agile Product Lifecycle Management on a single Sun Fire X4800 M2 server from Oracle. Using 

Oracle Solaris Containers to create virtualized environments with dedicated system resources, they 

determined that a single server could support up to 800 users under a simulated complex business 

transaction workload. The advanced core density, large memory capacity, and high I/O throughput of 

the Sun Fire X4800 M2 server allowed throughput to scale on demand for small, medium, and large 

user populations. The recommended configurations provide good response times when consolidating 

the entire solution on a single Sun Fire X4800 M2 server. 

References 

Table 5 provides Web links for additional product information. 

TABLE 5. WEB LINKS 

Sun x86 Servers http://www.oracle.com/us/products/servers-

storage/servers/x86/index.html  

Oracle Solaris Containers http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/server-

storage/solaris/containers-

169727.html?ssSourceSiteId=ocomen  
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Appendix A  Oracle Agile Product Lifecycle 
Management Software Architecture 

Oracle Agile Product Lifecycle Management 9.3.1.1 includes two clients, a Web client and a Java client. 

The Web client is a thin HTML client that uses firewall-friendly protocols (HTTP/S). The Java client is 

a Java-based client that can use application server-specific protocols, such as ORMI to connect to the 

server. Each client has its own strengths and weaknesses from a functional, architectural, and 

performance standpoint.  

The primary components of Oracle Agile Product Lifecycle Management include: 

 Agile Application Server 

Agile Application Server is the center of the Oracle Agile Product Lifecycle Management system 

where all common services and business logic reside for the entire solution. The Agile Application 

Server runs on J2EE application servers. As indicated in the system overview in Figure 2 in the main 

body of this document, all client servers and users connect to the Application Server either directly 

or indirectly. 

 Agile Database Server 

The database server persists or stores all product content and system settings. The Agile database 

server runs on Oracle Database 10g or 11g. 

 Agile File Manager  

The Agile File Manager stores all documents, drawings, and other files within the Oracle Agile 

Product Lifecycle Management system. Due to the geographically dispersed nature of the global 

enterprise, multiple Agile File Managers can be deployed in a distributed configuration for efficient 

distribution of product content. Agile File Manager is made up of two main components: the file 

server and the file vault. The file vault represents the file system where the actual files reside. The file 

vault can be located on the application server or a dedicated storage system. 
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 LDAP Server 

In an effort to better support the industry-standard authentication schemes, Oracle Agile Product 

Lifecycle Management 9.3.1.1 supports Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) based 

authentication. LDAP support enables the Oracle Agile Product Lifecycle Management application 

to be integrated with existing directory servers so that user accounts can be managed in one place. 

Integrating with LDAP is optional. Users can be managed without a directory server. There are no 

Agile software components deployed on the directory server. 

 AutoVue for Agile Viewer  

The AutoVue for Agile viewer allows users to view and mark up documents and drawings in a 

supported Web browser. One of the advantages of using the AutoVue for Agile viewer is that users 

can view files stored in Oracle Agile Product Lifecycle Management without having the native 

application that created the file installed on their desktop machines. Another advantage of the 

AutoVue for Agile viewer is that it decreases bandwidth requirements and improves response time. 

Instead of sending large native files to the user, the AutoVue for Agile viewer streams a smaller 

image file to the viewer applet on the client. 
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Appendix B  Test Workload Details  

The following is a list of the actual simulated transactions tested and evaluated using. LoadRunner was 

used to initiate these transactions. 

AdvSearch-Change-EqualTo 

AdvSearch-Item-StartsWith 

AdvSearch-ManfPart-Contains 

AdvSearch-ManfPart-StartsWith 

AdvSearch-Manufacturer-Contains 

AdvSearch-Manufacturer-StartsWith 

ApproveChange 

BomMultilevelExpandAll 

Change-AffectedItemsTab 

Change-HistoryTab 

ChangeSaveAs 

ChangeStatusToCCB 

ChangeStatusToReleased 

ChangeStatusToSubmitted 

Change-WorkflowTab 

CreateAndAddAI 

CreateAndAddBOM 

CreateAndAddManfItem 

CreateChange 

CreateItem 

CreateManufacturer 

CreateManufacturerPart 

DeleteManfacturer 

DeleteManfacturerPart 

EditAffectedItems 

EditChange 

EditItem 

EditManufacturer 

EditManufacturerPart 

Export 

LoadRedLineView 

Login 

Logout 

Part-AttachmentsTab 

Part-HistoryTab 

Part-ViewBOMTab 

Part-ViewChangesTab 
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Part-ViewManufacturersTab 

Part-WhereUsedTab 

SaveAMLRedLine 

SaveAsManfacturer 

SaveAsManfacturerPart 

SaveBOMRedLine 

SearchAndAddAI 

ViewRedLineBOMTab 

ViewRedLineMfrTab 

WebSearch-Change 

WebSearch-Item 

WebSearch-ManfPart 

WebSearch-Manufacturer 
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